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Abstract

Klimenko K.G. Phase Structure of Generalized Gross-Neveu Models: IHEP

Preprint 87-45. - Serpukhov, 1987. - p. 16. fig. 1, refs.: 8.

A phase structure of models (1) with n spinor multiplets has been con-

sidered in the space-time of dimension D=2,3. In the case when n=2 and

D=3 there may occur vacuums | +> violating chiral invariance, as well as

|-> violating P, T symmetry of the model. At D,n=2 depending on the sign

of the constant g
J 2
 there also exist two different vacua. It is shown

here, that at sufficiently small g.
2
 the description of the model with

the help of the leading order of 1/N expansion is incorrect (there appear

tachyons). The properties of Gross-Neveu model have been dealt with at

D=3, n=l and the temperature and chemical potential not equal to zero.

Аннотация
Клименко К.Г. Фазовая структура обобщенных моделей Гросса-Невье: Препринт
ИФВЭ 87-45. - Серпухов, 1967. - 16 с , 1 р и с , библиогр.: 8.

Рассмотрена фазовая структура моделей (1) с п спннорными мультнплетами
в пространстве-времени размерности D=2,3. В случае П=2, D=8 возможны ва-
куумы | + >, нарушающие киральную инвариантность, а также | - > , нарушающий
Р, Т симметрии модели. При D, n = 2 в зависимости от знака константы gt2

также существуют два различных вакуума. Здесь показано, что при достаточно
малых g 1 2 описание модели с помощью главного порядка 1/N разложения не-
корректно (появляются тахионы). Рассмотрены свойства модели Гросса-Невье
при D = 3, п = 1 и неравных нулю одновременно температуре и химическом по-
тенциале.

( с ) Институт физики высоких энергий, 1887.



The I/N expansion is known to be one of the QFT methods,

which allows one to go beyond the framework of the stan-

dard perturbative theory/1/, jt is most effectively used

when obtaining the properties of the vacuum states, i.e.,

when studying phase transitions/
2
"

3
/. In all the papers

mentioned above the 1/N expansion is used in various field

theories with one coupling constant. The methods of study-

ing the theories with several coupling constants and,con-

sequently, our intuition in this field are usually based on

a standard perturbation theory. As an example we may pre-

sent here unified models of elementary particles, where the

number of parameters in the Lagrangian is large not only

due to a considerable nunber of particles multiplets but

also to application of multiplets of high dimensions. With

an account of the fact that in many models the rank of the

group of internal symmetry may serve as a natural parame-

ter of a new perturbative theory one can easily come to

a conclusion on the necessity of developing the 1/N expan-

sion method in the models with several coupling constants.

In the present paper the properties of generalized Gross-

Neveu (GN) model in the leading order of the 1/N expansion

are considered. Here particular attention is paid to the

clarification of the phase structure of these theories.

A standard GN model is an О(N)-invariant, four fermion

theory in the space-time of D=2,3 dimension/
3
/. We are con-

sidering the models with the Lagrangians of the form

2 ̂ i#
k +
 i 2_Xo

also at D=2,3. Here ф
±
 is an i-th vector multiplet of 0(N)

group*), whose each component is a two-dimensional Dirac

spinor both in two- and three-dimensional space-time (for

simplicity, we omit indices of the 0(H) group, as well as

Generally speaking, Ugrangian (1) la Invariant reapect to O(H)xO(N)-
group.



of the Lorents group), A
o
 is a symmetric, real matrix of

bare coupling constant. Thus Lagrangian (1) is a generali-
zation of the GN model for the case of n multiplets of
spinor fields and n(n+l)/2 coupling constants.

Before starting the study of models (1) let us intro-
duce auxiliary bosonic fields ff

fe
 (singlets respect to O(n)

group) basing on the formula

/DS.Ity.expj iJX^d *}«̂ Da D^.D^t exp{i jLgd xi, (2)

where

,*.. О)

Here g is the matrix inverse to A
o
. We want the theories

with Lagrangians (1) and (3) to be equivalent. For this,
restrictions are to be imposed on the coupling constants.
Let us consider the matrix g

Q
 in (3) to be positively de-

fined. Then the continual integral over the fields \ in
(2) formally exists (in Euclidean space), since the inte-
grant exponentially decreases at large °±. Note finally,
that at D=2 model (1) has discrete chiral invariance

Ф±-*Г
5
Ф

±
; i=l,...,n (4)

and at D=3 the Lagrangian Ьф is invariant already respect
to discrete transformations of P parity and time reflec-
tion T:

where r
k
 is a Pauli matrix, i=l,...,n. Owing to symmetries

(4) and (5) fermion masses may not appear in the models of
type (1) in each order of the standard perturbation theory.
Here are some properties of the generalized GN model:

1. In models (1) as in the standard GN model, a sponta-
neous breaking of the chiral (D=2) or other discrete sym-
metries (D=3) take place.

2. In theory (l)-(3) at D, n«2 and gji-goo the vacuum
state is invariant (t

2
< 0) or not (g

1 2
> 0) respect to the

permutation of multiplets. In this model one cannot use
the leading order of 1/N expansion at sufficiently small
&12» *•*•> there appear tachyonlc poles of propagators.
This model is asymptotically free.

3. Recently in the framework of 4BD
3
 with an even num-

ber of two-component fermions possibility of spontaneous



parity breaking and time reflection operation have been ,*

investigated/
4
/. The results were negative. In one of the

generalized GN models at D=3 and n=2 a phase is present,

in which vacuum is chiral invariant and odd respect to the

reflection of space and time. (The phase with the proper-

ties of QED3 vacuum is also present here). Thus there ap-

pears a possibility to violate the CP symmetry in a dyna-

mical way.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section I the ge-

neralized GN models have been renormalized in the leading

order of the 1/N perturbative theory. In Section 2 we con-

sider theory (3) in three dimensional space time and have

found sufficient conditions, under which symmetry (5) is

spontaneously broken. Further on we restrict ourselves

with the case n=2 and have studied in detail the phase «

structure of the model with equal coupling constant g
i i #

In Section 3 sufficient conditions for spontaneous brea-

king of chiral invariance (4) in the GH models at D=2 have

been derived. Here the phase structure of this model is

being studied and has also been shown, that at sufficiently

small g
1 2
 one should take into account higher orders of

1/N expansion. In Appendix the properties of the GN model

are considered at D=3, n=l and the temperature and chemi-

cal potential not being equal to zero.

1. REMOVING OF ULTRAVIOLET DIVERGENCES

From the viewpoint of usual perturbation theories mo-

dels (l)-(3) at D=2 are renormalizable, but in the three-

dimensional space they are not renormalizable any longer.

However similar to the case of a standard Gil model/
3
/ at

D=3 our theory (l)-(3) is renormalizable in the leading

1/N order.

Let us consider auxiliary Lagrangian (3). As is easily

seen, in the 1/N leading order (D=2,3) ultraviolet diver-

gences will occur only in the Feynman diagrams, correspon-

ding to one-particle irreducible (1PI) function r
ffi(7

. with

two external ends (i=l,...,n). To remove them one should

introduce into the theory n counter terms of the form

- -Z.CT2
. In accordance with this we shall consider that

2 1 1

renormalized g-м and nonrenormalized coupling constants
 ;

are connected through the relation :

(6) ;



Here |i is a normalization point. Hence in our renormali-

zation scheme only diagonal constants g
A i
 have a M-depen-

dence. In practice, the constants Z
±
 may be determined

from the normalization conditions, chosen in the form

In the leading 1/N order we have

i
 2

N a
k
a

k
 KK „

 i2n)Ut q
z

( q
_

p )
-

In (8) let us pass into Euclidean momentum space and rest-

rict ourselves with a sphere of radius Л as an integration

region. Then after calculating integral (8) and using nor-

malization condition (7) we obtain

_2

5
Г < г

к
с т
к

lAk~ 8
+
 8 '

 D = 3

(Remember that here we have Euclidean momentum space,)

0 =2

A . t
2 8'

(10)

It is obvious that in the leading 1/N order nondiagonal

ka£
1PI Green's function Г

оа
. have the form

IT (P
2
)=g

kf
, м i •

It is convenient to work in terms of renormalized coup-

ling constants. Let us assume that for all non-negative

values of Z from (10) the matrix of bare constants, g
Q
 is

positively defined. From (6) it follows straightforward

that positive definiteness of the matrix of renormalized

coupling constants g(ft) is necessary and sufficient .Right

this limitation will be imposed on the renormalized cons-

tants, gj.j• (In the standard GN model the coupling cons-

tant is positive, i.e., it satisfies the given condition).

Generally speaking, it follows from (6) and (10), that

under arbitrary fixed values of ц and gj.j(p) (not obliga-

torily positive-definite) the matrix g
o
 is positive-defi-

nite at sufficiently large Л.



2. CASE D=3

A) Instability condition. Let us first consider the

phase structure of the initial model in three-dimensional

space-time, i.e., we shall study the properties of vacuum

depending on the coupling constant value. Let <u be the set

of the parameters gjj at which the matrix g is positively

defined. Let | 0> be the vacuum of model (lJ-(3), invari-

ant respect to transformation (5). Let us find the condi-

tions under which this vacuum is unstable. It is suffici-

ent to find out, for this purpose, when tachyons appear

in the model, i.e., singularities of the propagators of

auxiliary a fields D^.^. belonging to a nonphysical regi-

on. Since the propagator matrix is inverse to the 1PI mat-

rix of the Green's function Г with two a ends, whose ele-

ments are given in (9) and (11),, then

Da
i
ff

j
(p)=M

ji
(P)/A(p), (12)

where М-м is an algebraic supplement of the (ij) element

of matrix Г, Д is its determinant. Remember that the mo-

menta are Euclidean, therefore as a non-physical region

of the momenta we take p
2
> 0 . In Appendix 1 it is shown,

that for the coupling constant from the domain со for
о

which the matrix Hg^j- g^. || is positively defined, the

function Л (p) has no zeros at p
2
 >0. Tachyonic poles of

the propagators D
f f
.

a
. appear only in the case g±±eЙ where

0 is defined by the condition

Hence for the coupling constant from the domain 0 the ini-

tial vacuum of the theory |0> is unstable, and spontaneous

breaking of symmetry (5) takes place in the model. In the

domain <u
g
 there are no tachyons in the theory. However

this fact is not sufficient to allow one to make a state-

ment that, the vacuum | 0> is stable for the coupling cons-

tant from w
g
. Below in a particular case we shall perform

a more detailed phase analysis of the initial model both

in the 0 domain and in <a_.

B) Particular case. In connection with the calculation

difficulties we have in a further study of model (l)-(3),

we consider in more detail the case with two multiplets

of spinor particles and besides we put g-,=«
oo
=g. We shall jj'W4k 0|/AMVA £#*»* V . * V . b W MUV» W90A.VIW WW^if JSUV О 4 4 ^ > O O О * DUC

also introduce the notation g3
a
g^2* *

e
 consider the



normalization point to be right the dlmenalonal aeale of
the theory to which all the dimensional quantitlea are pro-
portional. Therefore we introduce dimeneionleea coupling
conatante and fieldig•+/ig, C3-*мвз» I-*/»*

3
!* **

 i e
 known

that the phaae analyaia of any theory can conveniently be
carried out with the help of an effective potential. One
of the advantages of using auxiliary theory (3) conaiata
In the fact that the leading order of 1/M expaneion here
for V

e
ff coincides with one loop approximation. The cal-

culation technique for V
e f f
 in thie approximation ia well

developed in refУ*f
 ч
therefore for model (3) at n«2 and

equal coupling conatanta g
1 A
 one can eaally find

Aa ia well known, the coordlnatea of the global minimum
of the effective potentiala providea ua with vacuum expec
tation values (VEV) of o

±
 fields. Beeldea, In the modela

of the GH type < 0. > la equal to fermion maaa (In м unite)
of the i-th multiplet. Therefore we shall consider the
stationary equationa for function (13):

1 !

(g- lye^Oz+BlguloJY** < 1 4 >

1 i
r
0

Let (oj, a-), be the k-th stationary point of function

(13). (Owing to the fact that functions (13)
ia aymmetrlc reapect to the tranaformation o

v
 -»-o

i

it ia sufficient to reatrict oneaelf with auch aolutlona
ot ayatem (Г О for which ô  >0). with the help of (13),
(14) one can eaaily find that the effective potential ac-
quiree In thie point the following value

><4+ )

Our next atepa are quite evident: one ehould find all tbe
eolutiona of the ayatem of equation (14) and take out of
them the one, where function (15) ia minimal. Thia will
be right the point of the global minimum of potential (13).
Omitting the calculatlonal detaila, we preeent here the
final reaulta. Firat of all, note, that the aeta o> andO

 ;
;

In our particular caae have the form ' |

e •!'



<̂ = U » 8
3

: g
 >1

8
з1

+
 | b ^={g,g

3
:|g

3
|<g< |g

3
| + ||.

It turns out that in the domain Wg the absolute minimum

occurs in the origin of the coordinates, i.e.< a.> =0. In

the domain 0 symmetry (5) is spontaneously broken and fer-

mions acquire massfcs. Let us present fl in the formft=0
+
UQ_

where

a+-\(e>s
3
) €Qig3>o\, ц_" (g,g

3
) cti: g <oi* (16)

For the coupling constants from the set Q_the point of

the absolute minimum has the form

(*!>!=( °2
)
1= -

2
*<К

+
в

3
- £> = "j >°« <")

Hence, all the fermions acquire equal masses. The vacuum
corresponding to such a configuration of masses is desig-
nated as | -•>. If we find ourselves in the domain Q+, then
the dynamically arising fermion masses will be equal in
their absolute values, but opposite in sign. Everything
depends on the fact, whether the particles belong to one
or different multiplets. This statement follows from the
form of the point of the global minimum of potential (13)

(^1)2= - (o2)2=2n (g3-g+l/8) = m2>0. (18)

The vacuum of the theory for the coupling constants belon-
ging to П

 +
 , will be denoted through |+>. The crossing

of the boundary (g
3
=O) departing Q

+
 from fi_, is accompa-

nied by a jump-like change of the coordinates of the glo-

bal minimum of function (13). Consequently, the transition

from the phase with the vacuum |+> into the phase with the

vacuum |-> and vice versa is a phase transition of the

first order.

It turns out that the states |^>have different symmet-

ric properties. The thing is that for n=2 at gi1=822
 t n e o r v

(3) is equivalent to model (1) where *oil
= A
O22* ***

 t h i s

particular case Lagrangian (1) has, in addition to symmetry

(5), supplementary discrete symmetries

'̂ () ^

T
1
: ^

k
(t,x,y) -• r

2
^(-t,x,y)

as well as discrete chiral invariance*)

The syMMtriea of type* (19) and (20) appear in the masaless <№>3, if
fermionic field* are fonr-coapoaent^6»7/.



Ф
к
 -»*£, к* *• (20)

In these formulae к,£ «1,2 and r̂  are Paul! matrices.
When the coupling constants belong to the domain fl+,

then the VEV (18) of the fields a± (18) induce a fermion
mass term in Lagrangian (3) of the form ^ ^ i ^ i " ^ ^ ^ »
which is invariant respect to transformation (19), but
violates chiral symmetry (20). In the case when (g,g«)en_
in the Lagrangian there appears a mass term m ^ ^ L ^ . * ^ ^ ) *
symmetric respect to (20), however P', T* is not invariant.
Consequently, the vacuum state |+> is P', T* even, but chi-
ral ly not invariant.

Note that the phase corresponding to the vacuum | +> is
also realized in QEDg*'. Only there fermion masses cannot
appear in each order of the 1/N perturbation theory and in
order to observe the effect one should apply the method
of Dyson-Schwinger equation, which allows one to go beyond
the framework of the 1/N perturbation theory. Contrary to
QED3 models (1) may have vacuum states of the type \-> ,
i.e., noninvariant respect to the reflection of one of the
space coordinates and time.

3. CASE D=2

A. Vacuum instability. Similar to the previous section,
we shall consider first at D=2 the conditions under which
the vacuum |0>of model (3), invariant respect to trans-
formations (4), is unstable.

The appearance of the tachyons in the theory is suffi-
cient for this. With the help of (9) and (11) for D-2 one
may construct a matrix for the propagators of the fields*'
with the help of (12). It is obvious here that the deter-
minant Л(р) of the matrix Г is a polynomial of the n-th
power over the variable tn(p

2
/p

2
). In Appendix I it is

shown, that this polynomial has n real roots for any
values of the coupling constant. Consequently, there exist
positive values for p* at which the propagators of the
fields о are singular (the momentum space is Euclidean).
Hence for a positive - definite matrix of the coupling
constant g in the theory there always exist tachyons, the
vacuum |0>is unstable, and chiral symmetry (4) is spon-
taneously broken.

8



В. Particular case n»2. Let us now proceed to the con-
sideration of the phase structure of Model (l)-(3) in a
particular case of two multiplets (n*2). As in the previ-
ous Section we shall use an effective potential. Mot go-
ing into detail of deriving V

e
ff in the leading order of

1/H expansion, we present all at once an expression for it.
The following notations are Introduced
then

2
 л

 ff
l °l °l£ (*k- ̂ f + - «. ? ̂  *2. (21)

The stationary equations for function (21) have the form
(1-1,2)

"i °i

*iV JV^^a0**8 Wi* <22)
Since function (21) is invariant respect to change of the
sign of the fields o±, then we shall look for its global
minimum in the halfplane o^ >0. The point °4O

a0 is obvi-
ously a solution of equation (22). Let us find other roots
of system (22). For this we introduce new variable xio^cco
Excluding **2

 trom equations (22), we come to a new system

fti(-i)«2ir(-xg3-g1), (23)

£n|x|» »g3(x- J)+»<e1 -*2>-
 (24)

Let («4,x). be k-th solution (k«l,2,...) of system (24)-
-(25). To find the absolute minimum of the effective poten-
tial one should know the values for Veff in the exti
points. It can easily be done with the help of (22) and
(21) ('21*4 *u>t

2
р е х р [ 2 ( х в в ) ] (25)

First we assume that g
1
«g2*

a
C* Then in the Lagrangian (1)

the constants, A
Q i l
 are equal, thus the model has additio-

nal symmetry respect to the permutation of the multiplets

9



(In terms of Lagrangian (3) this transformation has the

form ф^, "j ̂ ^2'
 а
т}'

 I n t h e c a s e
 °*

 e
4

u a l
 constants g

A

one can easily show that at | g% | > l/2>r equation (24) has

only two roots Xj
 2
=jt

1
*
 T n e

 corresponding values for

(«r-)-
 2

 a r e
 obtained from (23). From comparison of the po-

tential values in these two extreme points made with the

help of formula (25), one can easily see that at g
3
<-l/2ir

the absolute minimum of V
e f
f is in the point with the co-

ordinates

(CT 1 ) 1 =(<£)! = /xexp[7r(-g3 -g ) ] . (27)

i.e., the dynamically appearing fermion masses violate
symmetry (4), but symmetry (26) remains in the theory. If
g3 > l/2»r than the global minimum of function (21) occurs
in the point

Consequently, there appears a new phase in the theory,
whose vacuum is not invariant respect to transformations
(4) and (26). Note, that in the two quoted phases the mas-
ses of fermions from different multiplets are equal in
their absolute values.

Let 0 < g 3 <1/2TT. Then equation (24) (gj=g?) has two
additional roots x 3 4 >0. From system (23)-(24) it is
seen that (aj,x)4=(x3(oj)3, l/x3), which reflects the sym-
metry of Lagrangian (1) respect to transformation (26).
Let x3 be the largest from these two roots. Then from (24)
one can easily derive the behaviour of x3 at g3->0:

x3 £ng3. (29)
Tlgg

From (25) it is seen that Veff(tf13)eVeff(»..). Besides it
follows that at sufficiently small g3, starting from some
value of g3c, the values for the potential in the extreme
points (°i?3 4 become smaller than in the point {28},

Hence at &з=*
3с
 the point of the potential absolute mi-

nimum passes from (28) in a Jump into one of the points

(ст-р <то)з 4* *n this it may seem that in the theory there

appears a phase, where the masses of fermions from the

first and second multiplets are different (mass hierarchy).

However, this is not so. The thing is that the analysis

of the effective potential for the absolute minimum should

be supplemented by the requirement for the absence of

tachyons in the theory. It may be shown that the condition

10



g
3
(x

i
+l/x

i
)<1/n (30)

•ust be fulfilled, where x
±
 is the i-th solution of equa-

tion(30).From here it iff seen that the points Xj
 2
 satisfy

(30) and in phases (27) and (28) there are no tachyons.
It can easily be shown that points x

3 4
 do not satisfy con-

dition (30), i.e. the theory with each of the vacua (0^)3 4
is contradictory since there are tachyons in it. A similar
consideration may be carried out for negative g

3
. Conse-

quently in model (1) with D,n*2 the leading order of
I/ft expansion nay be applied only for Ig3l> g

3 c
. Otherwise

one should take into account the next orders of the 1/И
perturbatlve theory.

The properties of model (l)-(3) at D,n«2 (i.e. at the
absence of the symmetry (26)) were considered in ref У

8
Л

This model is asymptotically free, there are bound states
of fermionic pairs in it.

CONCLUSION

The main goal of this paper is to obtain information
about the theory with several coupling constants with the
help of the 1/K expansion method. Since this nonpertur-
bative approach is particularly effective when considering
phenomena connected with the phase transitions we have
investigated a phase structure of model (1). Because of
calculations difficulties we limit ourselves mainly with
the case of two fermion multiplets and equal coupling con-
stants g

i 4
.

First, the case when D"3 was treated. In this in field
theory (1) there appear additional discrete symmetries
(19)-(20). It has been shown in the paper, that in the do-
main 0_ (see (16)) chiral symmetry (20) is spontaneously
broken, and when the coupling constant belongs to the set
Q

+
, the symmetry in the theory is violated respect to the

space parity and reflection of time (19). Consequently,
here a dynamical violation of d» invarlance takes place.

Model (1) at n«2 in two-dimensional space-time when the
coupling constants g

4 1
 are equal is invariant respect to

the permutation of fermion multiplets (26). we have shown
that, chiral symmetry (4) is obligatorily spontaneously
broken. Besides in the paper it has been shown that there
exists such a value of g

3 c
 that at gj2 ̂ «зс •yB**try(28) i«

11



spontaneously broken. If g
1 2
 <~вз

с
 then the vacuim of the

model is symmetric respect to transformation (26) we have

proved that at I gj£ g3c taCn3 o n s a r e present in the
theory. Therefore the leading order of the 1/N expansion
may be used only at I g 1 2I

> Кз
с
 • Ь» the opposite case one

should take into account the corrections of hig-

her order in 1/K.
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Appendix 1

Let a symmetric matrix В be given. Its elements have

the form

where

/ 2,

S.. is the Kronecker's delta syeibol. We shall consider the

equation

det B=0. (A.2)

First we bring (A.I) to a diagonal form

where all /3̂  are real. Then equation (A.2) takes the form

n

П <j8 + <Д(р))=О. (А.4)

From (A.4) it follows that at D=2 there obligatorily exist
n positive values for p

2
 (momenta are Euclidean), which

are the roots of equation (A.2).
Now let D=3. Then we find the conditions under which

(A.2) has no roots belonging to the domain p
2
> 0 . From

(A.4) follows that if all /3^>0, i.e., the matrix у is po-
sitive-definite, then all the roots of this polynomial

over Y p
2
 are negative. Vice versa, let all the roots of

the initial equation are negative. Then all /3.<0 and it
means that the matrix у is positive-definite. Hence a
necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of a
solution for equation (A.2) at D=3 belonging to the doma-
in p

2
> 0 , is a positive def initeness of the matrix y...
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Appendix 2

STANDARD GN-MODEL (D=3) AT T, a #0

Let us consider a standard GN model in a three dimensio-
nal space-time at temperature T and chemical potential*
not equal to zero in the leading order of 1/N expansion.
The effective potential has the form

£veff<a)=vo(ff)+F(<7), ' (A. 5)

w h e r e

F(er) = 0 /dx£n[(l4exp(-/3Vx+o 2 -/За))
4*р

Here /3=1/T, A is the coupling constant of the theory. Let

T, а =0. In this case at \< 8/ц the fermion mass in the

theory is equal to zero. If A' > 8/jx then in the model

there dynamically arises a fermion mass

m= -2?7(1/A - fj/8).

n u
It is obvious that 0^m<-^-. Let T, a A 0. Since V"

eff

is a function symmetric respect to a-*-a we shall look

for its absolute minimum on the semiaxis ">0. The sta-

tionary equation for the function (A. 5) has the form

a
2
+2

ff
(l/A - fi/8)o+ -~foi [A

+
A_]=O, (A 6)

where A
±
(<r)=exp(+j8a )+exp(-/S<7 ). If \<8/{i then (A.6) has

no other solutions, but <r
Q
=O. It means that fermion mass

for all T,a will be equal to zero in this case. Further

on we shall consider only the case when A> 8/y.. Let <?.

is the i-th solution of equation (A.6). Whereof with the

help of (A. 5) one finds the value of the effective poten-

tial in the point ô * „2

M ( ) V ( f f ) F < >
n
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It ом rattlj Ь» «кош that

,
 :

for all <7>0. Hence Ф(?) is a monotoneoiisly decreasing one
at c>0. From (A.6) it is seen that a necessary and suffi«*
cient condition for the existence of nontrivial (o^AO) sta-
tionary points, is the relation

Ф(О) -4
P

О. (А.8)

Besides under this condition Eq. (A.6) has the only untri*
vial solution <r

1#
 Let (A.8) be fulfilled. Then from (A.7)

it follows that Ф( о) is nega-
tive, and M(<O is a monotone-
ously decreasing function on
the semiaxis <?>0. Consequent-

for T and a satisfying condi-
tion (A.8) there appears in
the theory a fermionic mass
equal to <7j(m,T, «d.From (A.8)
at Ф(0)=0 one can easily find
the boundary equation in the
plane, <z-T separating the
massive phase (phase II) from
the massless (phase I) one
(see fig. 1)

(A. 9)

Fig. 1.

where _____________^__

f (T)= -1+ Jexp(m /8)+V <5ехр(и/8 Ы ) -1*

Critical curve (A.9) turns into zero in the point T c:

T.
с

Besides a'(T c)« - • - ,
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Hence at large T, a invariance (5) of the standard GN »*•
model (D=3) spontaneously broken in phase II, restore.
Passing through the curve a(T) is accompanied by the phase
transition of the second order. The only exception is the
point T=0, asm «here a phase transition of the first
order takes place in the theory.
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